
HOW IT WORKS
A Learning Space Design Lab typically takes 
2-3 hours. The focus can be school spaces in 
general or target specific areas in a school.

The Design Lab mirrors a well-designed 
learning process, the secret behind the high 
impact:  The participants identify challenges & 
goals, they get new inspiration, they explore, 
they meet constraints, they imagine and 
create, they work hands-on, they prototype, 
they discuss, they play, they present, they get 
feedback - and through it all they collaborate.

100 GLOBAL INNOVATIONS
Learning Space Design Lab has 
generated international 
interest and was selected for 
Hundred Global Innovations 
in Education 2017 by the Finnish 
charity HundrED, an organisation dedicated 
to selecting and sharing the most inspiring 
innovations in education. 

LEARNING SPACE DESIGN LAB
Learning Space Design Lab is our most powerful workshop, 
leaving participants with a new understanding of how 
pedagogy and spaces are linked as well as concrete steps 
to further support learning, inclusion and well-being. 

Our design lab is intended for schools & teams wishing to 
push their pedagogical thinking and shared practice while 
increasing their understanding of how spaces can actively 
nudge and support the learning culture they aim for. 

GRAB YOUR TEAM, EXPLORE YOUR PEDAGOGICAL 
DREAMS & SHAPE YOUR LEARNING SPACES TO 
HOW LEARNING ACTUALLY WORKS!
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LEARNING SPACE DESIGN LAB
Co-create a Powerful Learning Culture in Values, Practice & Learning Spaces 

A few examples from some of our Design Lab workshops at schools all across Denmark. 
Learning Space Design can be a strong guiding narrative & a powerful tool for learning. 

Given the chance, teachers choose varied, creative & flexible spaces where children 
can learn, collaborate, study, play and create in multiple ways that suits their needs. future schools 

WE SHAPE OUR BUILDINGS; THEREAFTER THEY SHAPE US  WINSTON CHURCHILL

Autens is a leading Danish educational consultancy 
We build dreams, visions, school concepts & learning space design
 inspired by research, experience & the future of our shared world

WE PLAY. WE CO-CREATE. WE INNOVATE. WE FACILITATE.
WE SUCCEED. WE FAIL. WE LEARN. WE SHARE. 

WE CONNECT. WE LAUGH. WE LOVE IT!

We believe learning should be joyful, playful, sticky, deep, 
hands-on, real, purposeful, collaborative, inspired & personalized.

Every learner has amazing potential!


